Abstract. Deadlock detection is an interesting problem in multidatabase systems (MDBS), since the autonomy of the local systems precludes the visibility of the state of local transactions and the contention on items, and therefore the classical approaches proposed for homogeneous distributed database systems cannot be extended to the MDBS case. A few specific methods have been proposed in the literature to detect potential global deadlocks, that do not necessarily correspond to real ones. In this paper we present a comparative performance study of several global deadlock detection methods. The results of the analysis have suggested a new hybrid deadlock detection method, that we present in the paper and that is very well suited for a distributed implementation and has a performance that, according to our experiments, compares favourably with all the other methods in a variety of workload conditions.
Introduction
A multidatabase system (MDBS) allows access and manipulation of data stored on several pre-existing, autonomous and (possibly) heterogeneous local database systems (LDBSs) . Transactions in a MDBS may be either local or global. Local transactions are directly submitted to individual LDBSs and access only local data, while global transactions access data from several LDBS by running local subtransactions under the control of the MDBS. The main problem in MDBS transaction management is to deal with the autonomy of local systems [22] : design autonomy since the structure of each LDBS cannot be modified, and execution autonomy since each LDBS has complete control and does not give visibility on the state of local transactions. As a consequence of this a hierarchical structure has to be adopted for global transaction management, with local transaction managers (LTM) controlling the execution of local transactions and ensuring local consistency and a global transaction manager (GTM) controlling the execution of global transactions to ensure the correctness and consistency of their concurrent execution.
Even though several alternative consistency criteria have been proposed in the literature, such as quasiserializability [10] , two-level serializability [18] and RScorrectness [19] , in this paper we consider global serializability, as it is the most widely used criterion for multidatabase consistency. According to this criterion the GTM only validates a global schedule if it is globally serializable, i.e. if the relative serialization order of all conflicting subtransactions of any two global transactions is the same at each LDBS where they execute [7] . Otherwise the schedule is not validated and some of the global transactions are aborted.
Hence, to ensure global serializability, the GTM should actually know the local serialization order of all subtransactions. However, because of LDBS autonomy, local serialization orders are out of the control and visibility of the GTM which can only know the relative execution orders of subtransactions at each local site. But it has been proved that the serialization order corresponds to the execution order of transactions in an LDBS, under the restrictive condition that the LTM produces rigorous schedules, since it then forces all conflicts (write/write and read/write) between uncommitted transactions to be direct conflicts [3] . Under the weaker assumption of LTM producing strict schedules [4] , the serialization order and the execution order of subtransactions may still differ due to possible indirect (transitive) conflicts between global transactions caused by local transactions. In this case the problem may be solved by forcing each subtransaction to perform a write access to a special item, the ticket, thus forcing a direct conflict between any two subtransactions running at the same site [13] . An especially interesting case, the one we actually consider in this paper, is when all LTMs are blocking, either rigorous or strict (i.e. with ticket access forced by the GTM), and resolve directly local deadlocks. In this situation the problem of ensuring the global serializability in the MDBS is reduced to detecting and resolving global deadlocks, i.e. deadlocks involving subtransactions submitted at several LDBSs, since in this case any schedule that is not globally serializable will result in a global deadlock.
Unfortunately the classical approaches proposed for homogeneously distributed database systems [14] and, in general, for distributed systems [16, 21] cannot be extended to MDBS, since the autonomy of local system precludes access to the information (i.e. item contention) needed to maintain a global state, for example a waits-for graph (WFG) of the entire multidatabase, and to detect possible cycles. Hence one has to rely on some weaker necessary condition which, not being a sufficient condition as well, will detect potential deadlocks that do not necessarily correspond to real deadlock. Two approaches have been proposed in this direction to date in the literature. The first one is to set a global timeout (GT) for every global transaction, and to detect a potential deadlock if the timeout expires. The second one is based on a directed graph called the potential conflict graph (PCG), where each local system is considered as a single item and a cycle corresponds to a potential deadlock [6] .
The first purpose of our study has been to analyse the performance of the proposed multidatabase deadlock detection methods in a variety of workload situations, and to compare them with an ideal method (not feasible in an MDBS) based on a WFG. A quite interesting preliminary result of the analysis has been to show that with PCG detection the distribution of the deadlock cycle length tends to be always very skewed, with most cycles being of length 2 (about 90% in typical situations). In contrast to WFG detection, the distribution tends to be uniform, especially with heavy workload. According to this remark we also propose a new hybrid approach that consists of directly detecting all the potential global deadlocks of length 2, and detecting the remaining ones through a GT. This method, which we shall call hybrid deadlock detection (HDD) , is actually considerably simpler and more suited for a distributed implementation than PCG and more stable than GT. Moreover, the performance analysis we present in the paper clearly shows that HDD can be easily tuned to match the performance of PCG in a large variety of workload situations. This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 the reference MDBS architecture and the transaction model is defined.
In section 3 the different multidatabase deadlock detection methods proposed in the literature are discussed. Section 4 introduces the HDD approach we propose, and also gives a distributed implementation of it. In section 5 we present the simulation model used for the performance analysis, and we discuss the workload model and parameters. In section 6 the results of the performance evaluation are presented and discussed, and, finally, conclusions are given in section 7.
The multidatabase model
The MDBS architecture we consider in this paper is sketched in figure 1 . At each site S i there is a local agent of the global transaction manager GTM i , a set of active servers W j i and a LDBS which includes the local transaction manager LTM i to handle local transactions. The LTM ensures local serializability by means of a blocking protocol (e.g. two-phase-locking (2PL)) producing rigorous deadlock-free schedules. Equivalently strict schedules can be produced with a write access to a ticket enforced for all subtransactions. In this environment, as pointed out in the introduction, the task of the GTM to ensure global consistency is reduced to the detection and resolution of global deadlocks.
Each transaction performs a sequence of read and write operations on a set of items. Local transactions only access items from a single site and are directly managed by the local LTM. Global transactions instead access items from several sites, and are managed by the GTM i agent of the site S i where they are submitted, which acts as a coordinator †. For each site S k where a global transaction T j submitted in site S i accesses an item, the GTM allocates a server W j k that will be actually performing all the operations the global transaction has to execute at site S k . The set of all these operations is called a subtransaction, and its execution is seen by the LDBS as a local transaction. When a global transaction has performed all its accesses and all servers have completed their operations, the transaction enters the global commit phase, all subtransactions are committed and all servers deallocated. All servers of a given transaction are also deallocated if the transaction is aborted because of a global deadlock detected by the GTM, or of a local deadlock that causes the abort of a subtransaction. We also assume for simplicity that transactions cannot abort for other reasons than deadlock. In what follows we consider a one-resource model (each transaction can have outstanding at most one request at a time).
Deadlock detection methods

Waits-for graph
As discussed in the introduction, the WFG is not a feasible approach for global deadlock detection in a MDBS, since it requires a complete knowledge of item contention, which is not globally available because of the LDBS autonomy. However, we may consider it as an ideal reference method since it allows us to detect and resolve a global deadlock as soon as it is formed. Formally, a WFG [14, 4] is a directed graph where the vertices {T i } represent the active transactions and there is an edge from T j to T i if transaction T j requests an item I locked by transaction T i in some site S k . In this case we say that T j is a waiting transaction on the item I. As we consider a multidatabase system, items are on distinct LDBSs, so the WFG is the union of the local WFGs, one for each LDBS.
A WFG can be seen as a forest of trees. The root of each tree represents a non-waiting, i.e. running transaction. All the other transactions in the tree are waiting directly or transitively on one of the items locked by the root transaction, so each path represents a distinct waiting chain. A cycle in the WFG represents a deadlock, in particular a local deadlock if all the items in the circular waiting chain belong to the same LDBS, otherwise a global deadlock. 
Global timeout
The GT method simply associates a fixed timeout t G to each global transaction. The transaction is assumed to be in a potential deadlock, and is then aborted as soon as the timeout expires.
It is trivial to show that this method ensures global deadlock detection, since timeout expiration (before the transaction is committed) is an evident necessary condition to deadlock. From the viewpoint of the implementation, this method is inherently distributed, since all controls can be performed locally by the coordinating GTM i agent and no information is needed about the state of the other transactions.
However, the selection of an appropriate value for the timeout is very critical, and may considerably affect the performance.
Potential conflict graph
A PCG [6] is a directed acyclic graph where the vertices {T i } represent the global transactions, and there is an edge from T j to T i if there exists a site S k such that:
(i) T j is waiting on some item in S k and (ii) T i detains at least a lock in S k and is not waiting on any item in S k .
As for the WFG, the global PCG results from the union of the local PCGs, one for each LDBS, with local PCG k being part of the PCG due to site S k . In [6] it was formally proved that if there is a global deadlock in the WFG, then there is a cycle in the PCG. The reverse is not true.
The main problem with PCG detection is that, especially if the number of items is large compared with the number of sites, and each transaction accesses many items, there is a large number of apparent deadlocks (i.e. potential deadlocks which do not correspond to actual ones). This may affect the performance by causing many restarts. Therefore, in order to reduce such false alarms, when a global transaction is waiting, the detection of cycles in the PCG is postponed by a time t L , called local timeout. But setting up the local timeout is a delicate task and a wrong choice may affect the performance, though not so severely as in the case of GT.
The construction of the PCG requires piecing together all local PCGs. A centralized implementation of the PCG has two main disadvantages: the single point of failure and the risks to saturate links near the control site due to the heavy communication to keep the PCG up-to-date. A distributed implementation could use one of the methods proposed in the literature such as one based on tokens [8] , probes [20, 9] or consistent global snapshots [2, 16] . Due to the high probability of potential deadlocks, these methods could lead to a high complexity in terms of the number of messages needed to detect them.
Hybrid deadlock detection
The main problem with PCG detection is that a cycle may have any length up to the number of sites in the MDBS. But, as we will discuss later in section 6, a very interesting result of our performance analysis has been to show that, with PCG detection, the deadlock cycle length distribution is actually very skewed, with a large majority of cycles having length 2 †. This result is in accordance with the Badal's analysis for homogeneous distributed systems [1] .
This has indicated that we could propose a new method, that we shall call HDD which consists of:
• directly detecting all potential global deadlocks that involve only two global transactions, i.e. corresponding to cycles of length 2 in the PCG;
• using a GT t G to detect the remaining deadlocks (i.e. the one involving more than two global transactions).
The HDD approach has two main advantages. First, building the PCG is no longer necessary, since only a partial knowledge of the PCG is needed to detect deadlocks involving only two transactions. In particular, a cycle of length 2 can be detected just by piecing together a distinct pair of local PCGs. Therefore it is simpler than PCG and more suitable to a distributed implementation. Secondly, since the GT is used to detect only global deadlocks involving more than two transactions (i.e. a strict minority), the selection of the timeout value is far less critical than in the plain GT approach. † We would like to remark that this phenomenon increases as we consider the more general AND-resource model, OR-resource model or AND-OR resource model [14] , rather than the one-resource model assumed in this paper (see section 2), as they increase the number of edges in the PCG.
HDD distributed implementation
In the algorithm we assume that the GTM i agents communicate by exchanging messages over reliable, asynchronous and buffered channels and that transmission delays of messages are unpredictable but finite. There is neither a shared memory nor a common clock.
For clarity of exposition and without loss of generality we assume that each GTM i can be the coordinator of one global transaction at a time. All the identifiers of global transactions are assumed to be unique. This can be achieved by using a timestamp technique [17] . All messages are supposed to be labelled with the identifier of the global transaction. Unread messages of committed/aborted transactions are removed from the buffer by a background garbage process. Receive commands allow us to screen out messages in the buffer by specifying restrictions on the contents of the message [11] . For the sake of simplicity, in the following we omit the actions that each GTM i has to do to atomically update the sets A i , B i and S(T k ).
Actions of GTM i .
When a global transaction T g is submitted to GTM i , which will then be its coordinator, a timer is started, and if later the GT t G is reached before the transaction is committed, then the transaction is aborted. Each time T g requests an item on a different site, say S j , GTM i calls the procedure REQUEST (see figure 2 ) which sends the request message to agent GTM j (line 1). If the reply is the message lock (line 27), that means the item was locked, and then the transaction may proceed (line 4). If the reply is the message abort (line 29) that means that the subtransaction at site S j was aborted due to a local deadlock, and hence T g is aborted as well (line 6). Finally, if the reply is the message wait then a local timeout t L is set (line 11), that has the same function as in PCG. If t L expires before a lock message arrives (line 9) then the procedure to detect a potential deadlock cycle of length 2 is started (line 13).
Detection of potential deadlock cycles of length 2.
A transaction T g blocked in site S j is setting a potential deadlock of length 2, if there exists another transaction T x such that T x is blocked on some site where T g is active, and active on site S j . So the procedure works as follows. When T g , coordinated by GTM i , requests an item at site S j and the item is locked, the set A j is piggybacked on the reply message wait sent by S j (line 30). Then GTM i checks the predicate (T g ∈ A i ) ∧ (B i ∩ A j = ∅), and if it is true a potential deadlock involving S i and S j is detected (lines 13 and 14). Otherwise there could still be a deadlock involving S j and a site S k ∈ S(T g ) − {i}, therefore a message checkdeadlock with A j piggybacking is sent to every GTM k with S k ∈ S(T g ) − {i} (line 16). Each GTM k then checks the predicate (B k ∩ A j = ∅), and if it is true sends a deadlock message to GTM i (line 24). On the other hand, if while waiting a deadlock message, the lock message is received, the transaction may proceed (lines 18 and 19) . The algorithm aborts the transaction that closes the cycle (line 21). More efficient deadlock resolution techniques could be envisaged that, for example, abort the youngest transaction involved in the cycle by using its identifier.
Messages exchanged per waiting state and detection delay.
In the best case, when the site coordinating the global transaction is one of the two sites involved in the potential deadlock, the number of messages exchanged per waiting state is zero. In the worst case, assuming that a potential deadlock is detected in each site, it is 2(n − 2) where n is the number of sites in which the global transaction is active. Note that check deadlock messages are sent only when a transaction enters a waiting state, i.e. gets blocked (and the local timeout expires). So the detection cost is in some way proportional to the degree of congestion, and to the probability of deadlock. As for the detection delay in terms of number of sequential messages exchanged, the algorithm immediately detects a potential deadlock in the best case, and in 2T in the worst case, with T being the average transmission delay.
The simulation model
In this and in the following section we present the results of a modelling study that we have performed to compare the different global deadlock detection methods for multidatabase systems discussed in the previous sections, i.e. the GT, PCG and the new HDD we propose in this paper. Moreover, we also compare the performance of the above methods with the ideal WFG method that we take as reference since it allows instant detection and recovery from deadlocks, and detects only real deadlocks.
In our simulation model the MDBS is represented as a set of N site identical LDBSs, each managing the same number N item of items, and with the same transaction workload. More precisely we have assumed a closed transaction workload, i.e. at each site there are two fixed populations of N G and N L customers submitting respectively local and global transactions. Each customer continuously generates transactions, waiting a think time t think , between the commit of a transaction and the submission of the next one. The intensity of the workload can then be readily modulated by varying the number of customers and/or the think time. In view of the transaction model, we have assumed that each global transaction accesses a total of n g lock items, from a subset of the sites in the multidatabase, and that the execution of the transaction evolves as follows.
• A server is started on each site where the transaction requests a lock.
• Locks are requested sequentially, by submitting each request to the corresponding server, only after the previous lock has been granted.
• Each lock is a write lock with probability p w .
• When a lock is acquired, a time t g I/O is spent for disk access (on the server site) and transmission, and a time t CP U for processing (on the transaction site).
• If either a local or global (potential) deadlock is detected the global transaction is aborted and restarted after a time t rest .
• If the transaction completes successfully a processing time of t g comm is spent on the transaction site to complete the global commit phase.
Local transactions have a similar structure, but request their n l lock locks directly from their LTM, and spend all their disk and processing time on their site.
In designing the simulator we adopted a fairly simple structure, since the main purpose was not to provide a realistic representation of the MDBS, but instead to investigate on deadlock and to compare different detection methods. Therefore the resources in the sites were very schematically represented: all times were assumed to have exponential distribution, and resource contention was explicitly modelled only for CPUs by assuming processor sharing discipline. Disk and transmission times were all modelled as pure exponential delays.
Results of the experiments
A preliminary set of experiments was run to select appropriate values (intervals) for the workload parameters to be used in the comparative analysis. A main outcome of this preliminary analysis was that considering local transaction workload was not necessary, since it merely produces a background noise, and is not interesting for our specific purpose of performance comparison. The values of workload parameters used in the main set of experiments discussed below are shown in table 1. The number of customers submitting global transactions per site N G has been used as a parameter, in some experiments, to represent the workload intensity. In the other experiments three values were considered to represent different intensities: N G = 6 for light workload, N G = 8 for medium workload and N G = 10 for heavy workload. As stated before, a symmetrical structure of the MDBS was considered, in the sense that the same values of the parameters were used for all the sites in all the experiments.
As for the performance metrics we considered two main indices:
• T R : transaction response time, i.e. expected time between submission and commit of a global transaction.
• λ: throughput, i.e. expected number of global transactions committed at each site per unit of time.
The two indices represent respectively a measure of the quality of the service and the productivity of the system.
Distribution of deadlock cycle length
A first series of interesting results concerns the distribution of the length l of deadlock cycles, i.e. the number of items involved in a deadlock. This was analysed for different workload intensities and for different deadlock detection methods. The distributions are shown in figures 3 and 4 for the WFG and PCG methods respectively. The behaviour is quite different in the two cases. With WFG detection cycles tend to be short for light workload (low deadlock probability), but as the intensity (and the deadlock probability) increases the distribution tends to become uniform. Instead with PCG detection the distribution appears to be largely insensitive to the workload intensity, and is very skewed, with high probability for cycles of length 2 (about 90% for the workload profile we considered). This indeed suggests that deadlock detection can be efficiently performed, concentrating on potential cycles of length 2, as actually is done by the HDD method we propose.
This behaviour can be explained as follows. In the WFG the cycle length depends on the depth of the trees that form the graph. This in turn depends on two different factors: the average utilization of the items which tends to increase the depth of trees, and the deadlock probability which tends to prune the graph since it leads to transaction abortions, and then to tree decomposition. For low item utilizations (light workload) few transactions are waiting, and then the trees in the WFG are shallow, and this is why the distribution is skewed on the left. When the workload intensity increases the experiments showed that the item utilization increases much faster than the deadlock probability and hence becomes the dominant factor, leading to deeper trees and a flatter distribution. In the case of light workload, an explanation of the predominance of short cycles has been given in [1] while an empirical confirmation can be found in [12] .
In the PCG case the generation of the paths in the graph has a substantially similar structure, but in this case the potential deadlock probability is the dominant factor, since for the same workload it is considerably higher than in the WFG case, as in the PCG the contention is on the sites (a few units) and not on the items (several thousands).
Response time and throughput
Results on throughput, shown in figure 5 , are in full agreement with the remarks we made at the end of the last section. This means that increasing the workload intensity N G increases the number of active transactions and then item utilization and the deadlock probability, and finally the transaction response time. This brings the system towards saturation, but however it can never reach it since we are considering a closed workload. Nevertheless, when N G goes above a given threshold the throughput starts decreasing, with a behaviour not surprisingly similar to thrashing in paging systems. The interesting remark is that both the PCG and HDD methods show a more stable behaviour and get their maximum throughput for a higher workload intensity. This can be readily explained by considering that the detection of potential deadlocks instead of real ones leads to a larger number of restarts, and consequently for heavy load sets some kind of control on the number of active transactions. It should be remarked that, as far as throughput is concerned, both PCG and HDD perform better than the reference method.
For the transaction response time we have run a set of experiments to compare in different situations all four detection methods, i.e. WFG, PCG, HDD and GT. The problem has been mainly to determine the influence of two relevant parameters that appear in the definition of the algorithms, i.e. the local timeout, t L , and the GT, t G (cf sections 3 and 4). show that small values of t L give the best performance. Therefore, since the minimum is hard to determine for the system designer, a choice of t L = 0 is always safe, and indeed we have assumed a null value for t L in all the other experiments. Another interesting remark is that a reasonably low value of the GT in the HDD method reduces the negative effect of high values of t L . This can be clearly seen in figure 6 by comparing plots a and b.
The main results of the performance study are summarized in figures 8-10, where the transaction response time, T R , is plotted, for all detection methods, against the value of the GT t G , for different workload intensities.
The pictures clearly show the main problem connected with GT detection, i.e. selecting an appropriate value for t G . In fact the performance of the GT method dramatically depends on this parameter. Small values of t G cause too many restarts, due to apparent deadlocks, and large values increase congestion since deadlocked transactions get stuck for a long time before being restarted. Therefore the selection of values for t G either too small or too large may lead to a considerable degradation in the response time. So there is no safe side to be taken by the designer, and this makes the GT method definitely very critical to use, though quite easy to implement. Both WFG and PCG are of course independent of t G , and for light and medium workloads have a very similar performance. Instead the performance of HDD is somewhat in between PCG and GT: for small values of t G it has almost the same behaviour as GT, but for larger values of t G it behaves rather like PCG. That means HDD is still sensitive to the value of t G but, differently from the GT case, there is a safe side since it is sufficient to select t G large enough. As a rule of thumb from our experiments it was determined that t G can be safely selected in a range between two and six times the expected transaction response time.
As for the influence of the workload intensity, the remarks made when discussing the throughput are confirmed.
That is for light and medium workload (figures 8 and 9) PCG and HDD (with an appropriate value of t G ) have near enough the same performance as WFG, but for heavy workload (figure 10) the former performs considerably better. As for GT, with heavy workload this method can only approach the performance of PCG and HDD, and only for the optimum value of t G , which, as we pointed out earlier, may be very hard to select.
Conclusions
The aim of our study has been to gain a better understanding of the structure of the global deadlock detection problem in multidatabase systems, and to compare, in a large variety of workload situations, the performance of the global deadlock detection algorithms proposed in the literature. A first relevant result of the study has been to show that if potential deadlocks are detected, and regardless of the workload intensity, the distribution of the deadlock cycle length becomes very skewed, with a very large majority of the cycles involving only two sites. Therefore we propose a new approach, the HDD that concentrates on detecting such minimal cycles. This method is very suitable for a distributed implementation, and actually a sketch of a distributed algorithm is presented in the paper. Moreover, according to the results of our performance analysis, HDD compares quite well with the other methods we considered, i.e. GT, PCG, and WFG, the latter being only an ideal reference method, since it cannot be implemented in a MDBS. The results of the performance analysis can be summarized as follows.
• The WFG method performs well especially for light workload, but as the workload intensity increases it is outperformed by the methods based on weaker conditions; this is because their higher rate of restart (due to apparent deadlocks) limits the number of active transactions, thus postponing the thrashing effect due to saturation, as our analysis of the throughput clearly shows; this behaviour may seem surprising, as one would expect that causing inappropriate restarts should degrade the performance.
• The GT method can be very easily implemented, but may be impractical to use since the selection of the GT t G value is very critical, with an optimal value that, for heavy workload, corresponds to a very deep minimum; values both smaller and larger than the optimal value produce a severe performance degradation, therefore there is no safe side to be taken for the designer.
• The PCG method has quite a good performance, and an appropriate selection of the local timeout t L is not critical and allows us to limit the number of restarts due to apparent deadlocks; on the other hand it is quite complex to implement since it requires building a global state of the multidatabase, in order to trace cycles of any length.
• The HDD method removes most of the implementation problems of PCG, because only simpler structures and a limited number of messages are needed to trace cycles of length 2; moreover the selection of t G is far less critical than in GT since there is a safe side; and for the performance our analysis shows that, for a reasonable choice of t G , HDD has practically the same performance as PCG on a wide range of workload conditions.
